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I FOREWORD

This final technical report is submitted to NASA/
MSC by TRW Systems in accordance with Task A-89

of the Apollo Mission Trajectory Control Program,

I Contract NAS 9-48 i0.

I This report consists of two volumes, each ofwhich is self-contained. Volume I summarizes the

results of the two-impulse study and presents a sim-
T

plified version of the graphical method for determining

approximate lunar areas of accessibility for mission

, planning purposes. Volume II presents a complete

description of the two-impulse scheme, including the

detailed graphical method of determining lunar site

- accessibility_

In order to minimize the inclusion of non-essen-

tial data in the s e two volume s, s eve ral inte rna 1 report s

were documented under this task and are available on

request.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This summary volume presents a simplified and relatively rapid

mission analysis procedure related to lunar site accessibility. It is a

graphics! procedure oriented towards use by the mission planner at the
[

management level.

The simplified miss!on ana.ysis procedure, in conjtmction with the
I

graphical data included in this summary volume, will provide sufficient

accuracy to allow the mission planner to develop insight into the relation- =_

ships between lunar site accessibility and mission requirements and con-

straints. This allows the mission planner to coordinate these relationships

for effective mission design. Mission considerations may include

• The geometrical relationships and constraints between

site accessibility and

LM surface stay time

LM plane change capability

LM abort requirements

CSM orbit requirements

CSM plane changes

• The AV relationships between site accessibility and

CSM orbit stay time

Abort requirements

CSM plane changes

Translunar and transearth flight times

Spacecraft performance capability

• The optimization of various parameters

Service module propellant (_V)

Mission duration

Translunar or transearth flight time

Surface stay time

i
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I
The mission analysis procedure presented here consists of three I '_"

basic steps: (1) the determination of the various geometrical constraints

upon site accessibility, (Z) the determination of the AV constraints or i
!1requirements upon accessibility, and {3) the graphical procedure which

consists of the manipulation or interpretation of the results of the first

two steps to provide the answer or data for the specific mission considera- I

tion. These basic steps are discussed in Section 4. The detailed pro-
lira

cedure for two example cases is presented in Section 5. i

The translunar and transearth velocity data presented here and i

used in the graphical procedure, represent optimized two-impulse I

transfers to and from the moon. These transfers provide considerable

savings in SM fuel when compared with single-impldse transfers which I

are presently planned for the Apollo mission. A complete description of

the optimization technique, the computer program, and the two-impulse I

data generated with this program may be found in Volume II. The mission

analysis procedure, however, is independent of the mode of orbit transfer. I
|The only requirement is velocity data in the proper format, whether it be

single-impulse or multi-impulse.

It is recommended that the mission analyst who will be concerned U

with the more refined aspects treated in Volume II (Reference i) read the i

int_'oductory discussion of site accessibility and description of the graphi- I

cal mission analysis procedure in this summary volume prior to reading

Volume II. I

!
!
!
!
N

I-Z I
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2. TRAJECTORY GEOMETRY

The trajectory profile assumed for the lunar missions discussed

here is closely related to that of the Apollo mission. The significant

difference, which allows considerably more accessibility at tie moon and

longer LM surface stay times, is the greater flexibility allowed for the

translunar and transearth transfer trajectories. For example, the free-

return circumlunar constraint on the translunar phase has been removed. _

The effect of this constraint is to force the approach hyperbola at the moon

to lie near the moon's equator (within 15 degrees) thus requiring large yaw

penalties at lunar orbit insertion (LOI) to achieve higher latitudes. In

addition to this yaw penalty, the translunar flight times for circumlunar

trajectories are relatively short (65 to 85 hours) resulting in higher

approach velocities at the moon when compared with the longer flight times

Cup to 132 hours) for the non-free return trajectories.

Additional reduction in the SM fuel requirements is obtained by

allowing the CSM to perform a maneuver between translunar injection

(TLI) and LOI. This maneuver has been defined here as the two-impulse

transfer; the TLI is the first and LOI the second. A similar additional

impulse may be used after transearth injection (TEI) to also reduce the

fuel requirements to return to earth. The optimization of these two-

impulse transfers have been performed and the data are presented in

Section 4. They will be briefly described in this section; howevers a corn- y

plete discussion may be found in Volume If.

hAll other Apollo trajectory constraints remain essentially unchanged,

including the launch and earth-orbit phase and the reentry phase. The :_

specific ground rules and assumptions have been listed in Section 3. :

*It is possible to maintain the free-return constraint for a considerable !_
time after translunar injection along a high pericynthion circumlunar tra- _I

jectory, and then utilize an SM impulse in the earth phase to get on one of
the optimum two-impulse trajectories described here. The degradation in
site accessibility utilizing this "three-impulse" mode would be negligible.
(Reference 2)

. _--t
i iii ii iii iii iii i iiii ii i i I i
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2.I PHYSICAL MODEL Iu

The physical model assumes that the trajectory consists of patched

conics as depicted in Figure 2-I. Thus, the moon's gravitational field I
extends out to a distance of approximately 30, 000 nautical miles. This

limit is represented by a sphere whose center is at the moon and which
Wwill move with the moon. Since the earth and sun's gravity is neglected

within this "sphere of action" (MSA), (Reference 3), all spacecraft free- i

flight motion can be represented by conic sections with the moon at one

focus. These are called moon,phase conics. A similar situation exists

outside the MSA where it is assumed that only the earth's gravitation is I
important. Here, the conics will be earth centered and hence, called earth

phase conics, as indicated in Figure Z-1. I

A complete translunar trajectory is generated by patching an earth

centered and a moon centered conic at the MSA so that they have the same i

position and velocity at this point (Point B in Figure 2-1). The seeming

discontinuity at this point is caused by the relative motion of the MSA E '_

(and hence, the conic within it) with respect to the earth centered conic. _ :_

Thus, in order to ensure continuity in the velocity vector at Point B, the m

I i

moon's velocity relative to the earth must be subtracted from the vehicle's i_
17

velocity relative to the earth to obtain the vehicle's velocity relative to the

moon. Thisis depicted in the velocity vector diagram shown in the lower I I!right-hand corne r. !_

2.2 TWO-IMPULSE TRANSFER

The two-impulse transfers to and from the moon are shown in Figure

2-2. It has been shown (References 1, 4) that minimum total AV require- I

ments will generally occur when both impulses are within the MSA. With

this restriction, the problem for the translunar transfer may then be I
stated as follows:

Given a fixed day of latmch (or lunar distance), translunar I _
flight time from TLI to LOI, and a fixed inclination and
node of the 80-nautical mile CSM parking orbit, find the
minimum total two-impulse AV required in the MSA to |
enter this parking orbit. !

L

In generating the two-impulse data, it was assumed that launch conditions L

at the earth are a 9D-degree azimuth from Cape Kennedy and translunar

Z-Z j :
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injection from a 100-nautical mile parking orbit. The launch opportunity

chosen is the one resulting in the earth phase trajectory lying nearly in

the meon's orbit plane. Reentry conditions are identical to those presently

planned for Apollo. That is, the transea_th trajectory is targeted to

reentry at 400, 000 feet with a velocity path angle of -6.4 degrees.

Touchdown is assumed to be at the center of the Apollo footprint. Also,

the earth phase conic is assumed to lie nearly in the moon's orbit plane. $

A planar view of the two-impulse transfers to and from the moon are

shown in Figure 2-2. The patching point B, discussed in Figure 2-1, is

also shown here. Considering drawing (A} first, the translunar injection

is targeted to a pericynthion altitude which may vary from 40 nautical

miles ( a lower limit constraint} to 26, 000 nautical miles. This altitude is

called the virtual pericynthion (Point C). The Jargeted moon phase incli-

nation may also vary from 0 to 180 degrees. The first impulse within the

MSA (shown as B'} may be anywhere on this moon centered hyperbola,

including beyond virtual pericynthion. Also, this maneuver may be out-of-

plane as required to intersect the desired parking orbit at Point C'. The

pericynthion altitude is restricted to lie between 40 and 80 nautical miles.

The second impulse (LOI} which may also be out-of-plane occurs at C'.

For a fixed flight time from TLI to LOI and a fixed CSM orbit, the

optimization to minimize the sum of the two impulses at Point B' and C'

is performed by varying the virtual pericynthion altitude at C, the inclina-

Lion of this hyperbola, the position of the first impulse (Point B '} and the

position of the LOI on the orbit. Also, the flight time to virtual pericyn-

thion is varied to ensure that a true minimum velocity is found Thus,

this optimization represents a five parameter search.

A precisely mirror image situation occurs for the optimization of the

two-impulse transearth transfer shown in drawing (B). The first impulse

_:This assumption, which has been made throughout this study, does not
considerably degrade the two-impulse results which are presented. It can
be shown (Reference 1) that an out-of-plane launch or reentry perturbs the
approach (or return) hyperbolic moon centered asymptote by less than 5
degrees. The actual e.ffect of this perturbation on AV may be found by a
technique presented in Volume II.

2-3 1
i i
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I
1

(TEl) will occur at B' and the second at C'. The optimization parameters i
Iare identical with those for the translunar case. One variation is that if

TEI occurs past pericynthion, the 40-nautical mile altitude constraint on i
Ithis hyperbola need not be imposed. A similar argument applies to the

second or outer hyperbola from C _ and on.
|

The complexity of this optimization problem requires that short-

cuts be taken whenever possible and justified. One, mentioned above, is |
that it is sufficient to consider that the earth centered conics lie essen-

tiall, :n the moonls orbit plane. Two others are based on symmetry. The
If

first is that symmetry exists relative to the moonls orbit planes so that !

the two-impulse results for a given CSM orbit will be the same as the

results of a similar orbit where the ascending and descending nodes are I
m

interchanged. Thus, the two-impulse AV requirements for a given orbit

will be the same for an orbit of the same inclination with the node dis-
|placed 180 degrees.

Second, if the moon is at apogee (the results presented here are for
mthis situation), symmetry exists between translunar and transearth trans-

fers for a given flight time. The only difference in the earth phase conics I
will be perigee distance; i. e., 100 nautical miles for the translunar and i

approximately 20 nautical miles (vacuum) for the transearth. The effect

variation on the two-impulse velocity requirements, however, does N
of this

not warrant completely reoptimizing the transearth transfers. Using

symmetry, then, the translunar two-impulse results for a CSM orbit N

whose node and inclination are G* and i* (see footnote below), respectively,C C

will be equal to the transearth velocity requirements for a CSM orbit with
ia node location of -_2* and inclination of i* (same) for the same flight Ame.

C C

The two-impulse translunar and transearth optimized AV ar_. pro- i

sented in a graphical form suitable for use in the mission analysis proce- i

dure. i

_ and i_* are defined in Volume II to be the node and inclination in moon mc
orbit plane coordinates. Howevert for the simplified procedurej lunar D
librations and the inclinations of the moonOs equator to the moon's orbit

plane are neglected, so *.hat l_ and ic* are equivalent to node longitude and
inclination with respect to the lunar equator. I

|
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3. GROUNDRULES AND ASSUMPTIONS

The data that are used or derived for use in the 5raphical procedure

are affected by the groundrules and assumptions listed below. However,

the accuracy achieved by simplifying the procedure is sufficient for mis-

sion planning purposes. The groundrules and assumptions are listed as

loll ows:

• A Cape Kennedy launch at a 90-degree azimuth, with
an injection into the translunar trajectory during the
third earth parking orbit

• Earth phase of the translunar and transearth trajecto-
ries lies nearly in the moon's orbit plane

• Virtual pericynthion altitude between 40 to 26, 000
nautical miles

• The moon is at maximum (and assumed constant)
distance from the earth at the time of LOI and TEl.

• Time from translnnar injectionto lunar parking
orbit and time from transearth injection to earth
reentry are varied in lZ-hour increments from
60 to 13Z hours in generating the AV data.

J

• Only retrograde orbits are considered.

• Lunar parking orbit altitude 80 nautical miles

• A patched conic trajectory model has been used.

• No midcourse corrections are provided for the AV data.

• Inclination of moon's equator to the moon's orbit plane
is assumed zero.

• Lunar librations are neglected.

_Although a slight AV advantage may be attained by a choice of a retrograde !
or posigrade orbit for a given mission, posigrade orbits are not considered
due to the fact that surface stay time is reduced because of nodal regres-
sion. Also, this _V advantag6 is not as significant as the AV differences
associated with the assumptions made in the simplified mission analysis
procedure (i. e., constant earth moon distance, no lunar librations, and
z_ro inclination of moon's equator to moonls orbit plane).

3-!
i I
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• The translunar AM for a given orbit is the sa_ne as | -
that for the transearth AV required of an orbit whose |
inclination is the same and whose node is negative

that of the translunar orbit (i. e., mirror image). I
l

• CSM lunar orbit inclination and _ode variations due

to the moon's oblateness are neglected. |

• Only northern _ site latitudes are considered. 1

Modifications (for use with the analysis procedure) to the data to account !
lfor variations in earth-moon distance and lunar librations are discussed

in Volume II. I

g

i

I
!

- ! zi:*A mirror image symmetry exists so that an analysis of a southern latitude
site is made by assuming that it is a nnrthern latitude. All geometrical
constraints, plane change magnitudes (the direction of plane changes, I '_
however, are reversed), and AV requirements are the same. However, W

for southern latitudes, the CSM orbit ascending node is displaced 180
degrees (the AV requirement is the same), from that for a site of the j
same longitude and a northern latitude of the same magnitude. This is |
apparent from the diagram below:

NORTHERN SITE I

",,__

_ _ - LUNAREQUATOR
SOUTHERNSITE

|i/
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4. SITE ACCESSIBILITY ANALYSIS

There are three logical steps in site accessibility analysis, which is

the basis for the graphical mission analysis procedure described in

Section 5. They are as follows:

: Step I The determination of geometrical constraints
(or requirements) upon site accessibility

Step H The determination of CSM AV constraints upc'n
site accessibility

: Step HI The interpretation of the results of Steps I and II
in determining site accessibility fer a given site
and mission, or the generation of contours of
lunar surface accessibility

Steu I consists basically of determining the CSM orbits that will

assure LM-CSM rendezvous ca_ _,bility for a given site latitude, surface

sta7 time and _V capability.

Step II consists of determining wh:_t CSM orbits are achievable for

a given mission profile and spacecraft AV capability.

III is the in which the data from I andStep graphical procedure Steps

II are interpreted to determine accessibility,

i Before discussing the graphical procedure in detail, it will be neces-

sary (to fully understand the n,ission analysis procedure) to discuss the

} relationships between mission requirements or constraints and Steps I and

II.

J 4. I ACCESSIBILITY GEOM-_TRICAL CONST2AINTS

] There are specific geometrical relationships betwee,_ !anding site

latitude, LM stay time, CSM orbit inclination, LM abort requirements =_nd

plane change capability*, so that certain constraints exist upon site acces-

sibility. It is essential, in understanding the mission analysis procedure,

*Although LM plane change capability is actually a performance limitation, iit is equivalent to a geometric accessibility constraint, since the LM is a

separate stage and, therefore_ is not included in the CSM AV optimization, i

4-!
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that the nature and reasons for these geometrical constraints be well i
I

understood.

One basic geometrical relationshi_ is that at the time of LM landing I

(the LM may descend to the lunar surface after a few revolutions of the

CSM orbit following LOI, or even several days afterwards), the landing I
Z

site lies in the plane of the CSM orbit. From this point on (unless the site

is at one of the poles, or the CSM orbit inclination is zero-- the site there- |
1by being on the equator), the site will drift eastward out of the CSM orbit

plane. This relative drift is caused by the rotation of the moon about its I

axis (13.2 degrees per day)._ I

The various geometrical relationships can be understood with the aid

of Figures 4-1 and 4-2. Figure 4-i shows atypical orbit-site geometry, l

Points A and B correspond to the position of the landing site at LM arrival
I

departure, respectively. Shown are four retrograde orbits passing !
and

through the site at arrival.

I
!
I
I
I
I

A SITEATARRIVAL LUNAREQUATOR
B SITEATDEPARTURE I

SITELATITUDE I!
Figure 4-{. Lunar Orbit-Site Geometry i

|

*Nodal regression caused by the moon's oblateness is neglected in the {
simplified mission analysis procedure.

4-2 i
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Orbit a is the minimum inclination CSM orbit in which the inclin_

ation* i is equal in magnitude to the landing site latitude, it. Orbit b is

the maximum inclination (p_lar) orbit; whereas, c and d are orbits of

intermediate inclinations, f2d is the longitudinal displacement of the

ascending node of the CSM orbit relative to the l_nding site longitude mea-

sured eastward from the site longitude. The angle Ak s is the eas*w _d site

longitude displacement corresponding to the surface stay time. Since all

possible CSM orbits correspond to a rotation about the about the initial

site vector (the radius vector through the site at arrival), _ is defined for

physical clarity to be the angle between the CSM orbit and the site meridian

at arrival (see Figure 4-1).

During the time that the LM remains on the moon, the dihedral angle

8e between the vector through the site and the CSM orbit plane will vary.

Beginning with the time of descent, as stay time increases the site will

-hove eastward, and the plane change will initially increase and then vary

depending upon the geometry. 8e will be a function of latitude, inclination

and stay time, but not of site longitude.

The equation for 8e c_n be shown to be:

sin ee = cos _t[ sin _tsin _ (I - cos Ak s) - sin Ak s cos B ] (I)

where

i sin B cos _ = cos i (2)

Figure 4-2, which is a view of Figure 4-l looking down upon the

i north pole region, depicts the geometrical relationships between the CSM

i orbit, surface stay time and plane change capability for a given site

*The classical definition of inclination will not be used here, but will

'1) always be taken between 0 and 90 degrees and the orbit indicated as
• retrograde.

_ .:', should be noted that 0e can have negative values as well as positive

1 values. This merely means that Oe is positive if the plane change as mea-
sured from the orbit to the site has a noi.thward component and is negative

if it is heading southward.

i 4 -3
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latitude. For a given stay time (corresponding to a site longitudinal dis- I
R

placeme t of Z_ks) and a "_aximum plane change capability e m, it is seen

from Figure 4-2 that orbit I is the highest CSM orbit inclination possible
|that will satisfy the continuous abort capability requirement. This corre-

sponds to point a in which the maximum plane change @ occurs. On the

m !other hand, orbit 2 is the lowest incliDation orbit that will satisfy the abort

requirement. This corresponds to the maximum plane change @ occur-m

ring at the point of LM departure B. It becomes apparent, then, that all !

CSM orbits lying between 1 and 2 of Figure 4-2 will satisfy the continuous

abort requirement so that there will be, in general, a range of CSM orbits i

that will satisfy the stay time and plane change requirements for a given

site latitude.

l
Figure 4-3 is a typicai plot depicting the geometrical relationships

described above. These curves are generated from Equations (1) and (2). 1
LFigure 4-3 can be related to Figure 4-2 as follows: First, it is noted that

i, _, and fld are related as shown in Figure 4-4, so that following a line of |
constant _ (dotted curves of Figure 4-3), i will vary as shown in Figure

4-4 as fld increases from zero to 180 degrees. Consider point a of Figure

4-3. !

DEPARTURE T

!
SITE AT

Figure 4-2. Lunar Orbit-Plane Change Geometry m

I

*The geometrical constraints curves are presented in i-rid coordinates I
for use in the mission analysis graphical procedure described in Section 5.

4-4 I
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Figure 4-4. _, i and _d Geometry

This corresponds to the maximum CSM orbit inclination that will provide

continuous abort capability for a site latitude of Z0 degrees, plane change

capability of 4 degrees, and a surface stay time of 5 days. Point "a T,

corresponds to orbit 1 of Figure 4-2. Following the _= 20-degree curve

from point a to point b of Figure 4-3, all CSM orbits that satisfy the 5-day

i stay time requirement are traversed. This traversal corresponds to

increasing _ from _i to _2 as shown in Figure 4-2. Referring to Figure

4-1, it is seen that this change in _ lowers the orbit inclination and shifts

the nodes westward. This is also apparent from Figure 4-3.

It is noted from Figure 4-3 that there are site latitudes which are

; not obtainable for larger surface stay times. This is simply a result of

the fact that the total plane change variation exceeds the plane change capa-

bility for that given stay time. This is depicted in Figure 4-5. For a

maximum plane change capability of em, the continuous abort capability is

satisfied for the stay time corresponding to the site traversal from point

A to point b. However, the plane change capability is exceeded from

point b to B. It is obvious that no CSM orbit will satisfy this geometry,

unless the plane change capability is increased.

4-5
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Figure 4-5. Plane Change Geometry - 0 Exceeded "-m

The right boundary curve of Figure 4-3 corresponds to orbit 1 of ""

Figure 4-2. This boundary curve will also remain the same for stay +_

times of 5 to 8 days. This becomes apparent by considering Figure 4-6.

Orbit I and point B correspond to the stay time in which the plane change T
equals the maximum capability Om. It is seen that this geometry remains

fixed for that range of stay times from point B to B". The left boundaries

of Figure _:.-3 correspond to orbit 2 of Figure 4-2. Consider Figure 4-7: i
4,

for the stay time corresponding to point a, the range of allowable CSM

orbits lies between orbits 1 and 2. For a longer stay line corresponding _"

to point b, it is seen that the range becomes smaller and boundary 2 ]L

approaches boundary 1 to position 2' (the left curve of Figure 4-3 shifts !

Jtowards the right boundary). As stay time increases to that corresponding

to point B, then there is only one CSM orbit that w .1 satisfy the geometry.
m

corresponds to the intersection of the boundaries. Longer stay I
This

times then become impossible for that geometry. Figure 4-18 is a plot

relating maximum allowable stay times as a _unction of site latitude for I
g

various plane change capability values.

I
I
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To eliminate the necessity of generating the geometrical constraint

curves for the graphical mission analysis procedure, graphs _ correspond-

ing to Figure 4-3 have been constructed for various stay times and plane

change capabilities and appear in Figures 4-19 through 4-23. Figures

4-i8 through 4-51 are located in the appendix of working graphs.

Consider the case in which the LM plane change capability is small

or zero. Essentially all necessary plane changes must then be made by

the CSM (C_M plane changes are discussed in Section 4.2.3). Referring

A to Figure 4-8, it is seen that the geometry for this simple case becomes

obvious. For a given site latitude _ and a given stay time Ak , the sym-s

metry depicted in Figure 4-8 must exist so that the site drifts into the

CSM orbit plane of the end of the desired stay time. All the CSM orbit

nodes must be coincident for a given stay time.

Figure 4-8 is depicted in Figure 4-9 in a form consistent with the

graphical mission analysis procedure in which the CSM orbit inclination i

is plotted as a function of the ascending node longitude displacement 0 d

from the landing site longitude. Figure 4-9 shows that the locus of points

satisfying the geometry of Figure 4-8 is a vertical straight line for a given

stay time. For example, if a 6-day stay time is desired, then the CSM

orbit node must lie 130 degrees east of the site longitude. If a site lat-

itude 20 degrees is also desired, then the orbit inclination must be

25 degrees (point A of Figure 4-9).

SThese graphs, which have been extracted from Volume II, also include
nodal regression.

$$In fact this geometry would be desirable. It is not unreasonable to
expect that for any lunar mission, that CSM orbit will be selected which
intersects the landing site at the nominal time of LM ascent. This mini-
mizes LM propellant requirements for ascent. Any plane changes, then,
will be made by the CSM or LM only in the event of an abort or a non-nom-
inal LM lift- off time.

_$The longitudinal node displacement from the site longitude, fld is given I
by the expression fld = 90 + £ks/2 (deg)
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• CSM plane changes

• CSM total_V capability

• CSM abort requirements

4.2. I Translunar and Transearth AV Requirements

The translunar and transearth CSM AV requirements will depend

upon the inclination and node of the CSM parking orbit and the time elapsed

between LOI and TEl, neglecting at the moment, any other constraints or

requirements.

Figures 4-24 through 4-37 show the transhmar and transearth AV re-

quirements displayed as inclination versus node for various values of con-

stant AV. The curves are generated for flight times from 60 to i32 hours

at i2-hour intervals for retrograde orbits. The velocity curves are rela-

tive to the earth-moon plane coordinates, which for the basic procedure

are assumed coincident with selenographic coordinates.

To understand the relationship between the translunar _V require-

ments of a given CSM parking orbit to the transearth _V requirements of

the same orbit, consider the velocity curves of Figure 4-i0, in which the

translunar and transearth _V curves are shown for flight times of 96 and

72 hours, respectively. If, for example, it is desired to achieve a CSM

orbit with an inclination of 30 degrees and an ascending node longitude of

62.5 ° East (or liT. 5° West), corresponding to point A, then the required

translunar AV will be 3800 feet per second. If the CSM orbit stay time

is zero (TEI occurs immediately after LOI), the geometry at LOI and

TEI is the same, so that the transearth AV can be found at point B (which

corresponds to the same orbit as point A) to be 3400 feet per second.

The tranolunar and transearth AV for points A' and B w, which correspond

to an orbit inclination of i5 degrees and ascending node longitude of

i5 ° East (or i65 ° West) will be 3300 and 3Z40 feet per second, respec-

tively.

For this simple case, the two curves can be overlayed with coinci-

dent scales, and the translunar and transearth _V can be read simulta-

neously for any orbit. Points A and B (and A' with B') will be coincident.

However, for a given CSM orbit stay time, the earth-moon geometry

changes so that the interpretation of these curves must be modified. This '

is discussed in the following section.

4-9
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4.2.2 CSM Orbit Stay Time

During the CSM orbit stay time, the inclinationwill remain the

same ; however, the earth moon line (the orbit plane will remain inerti-

ally fixed) will rotate eastward through some angle (or true anomaly, qm ). ""

Figure 4-if depicts this motion for some given orbit stay time. The true

anomaly is the inertial angle that the moon rotates during the orbit stay ._

time (i3.2 degrees per day).

Once Tim has been determined, it is then possible to associate the

translunar and transearth velocity requirements. For example, assume a

true anomaly Tim of 30 degrees corresponding to a CSM orbit stay time of

approximately 2.3 days. It is seen from Figure 4- li that the earth-moon

line has moved 30 degrees eastward (the orbit node has moved westward

30 d,-grees), so that at TEIthe longitude of the ascending node correspond-

ing to point A is now 32. 5 degrees East (See Figure 4-10) corresponding

to point C. The transearth velocity requirement is now 3150 feet per ""

second. For point A', the ascending node has moved from 15 ° East to

15 ° West longitude (or from 165 ° West to 165 ° East Longitude), where

the transearth AV required is now 3600 feet per second.

It becomes apparent, then, that if the transearth velocity curves are -

overlayed on the translunar cur ces with coincident scales, the translunar I i

and transearth AV requirements can be read off simultaneously for an CSM

orbit (any node-inclination combination) for a zero orbit stay time. As

CSM orbit stay time begins to increase, the origin (which coincides with i_

the earth-moon line) of the transearth _ overlay shifts eastward (to the

right) relative to the translunar plot. For the case above (Tim = 30 _
degrees) the origin of the transearth AV overlay is coincident with the 30-

degree longitude of the translunar plot. In Figure 4-10, points A and A' _|
Uwill become coincident with points C and C', respectively. It is noted that

to read off values to the right of rlm equal to 30 degrees on the translunar U
|

_The inclination will change slightly relative to the earth moon plane as a

result of the moon's oblateness; however, the change will be at most two i
degrees for a i4-day orbit stay time, and is therefore neglected here.

4-i0 I
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plot, the left origin of the transearth scale is coincident with the 30-degree

longitude of the translunar plot; whereas, to read off values to the left, the

right origin of the transe_.rth scale is placed coincident with the 30-degree

translunar longitude.

If continuous CSM abort is required for a mission, then the trans-

earth _V requirements must be investigated throughout the CSM orbit stay

time to find the maximum AV condition. This is discussed in Section

4.2.5.

4.2.3 CSM Orbit Plane Changes

The consideration of a CSM plane change during lunar orbit can sig-

nificantly enhance site accessibility. This, in effect, increases the LM

_]_ne change capability by the amount performed by the CSM. However,

any CSM plane change made while in the lunar parking orbit will not only

reduce the CSM fuel available for TEI bu_ also will change the orbit incli-

nation and node position thereby changing the $.ransearth velocity require-

ments. In addition, if continuous CSM and LM abort _apability is required

for the mission, then the t:-ansearthAV will also be a function of the time

at which the CSM plane change is made. The effects of abort requirements

are discussed in Section 4.2.5.

The basic mission analysis procedure described in Section 5 includes

CSM plane changes for the specific geometry depicted in Figures 4-8 and

4-9 in which the initial CSM orbit plane includes the landing site at arrival

and at the nominal time of departure. The typical plane change geometry

is depicted in Figure 4-lZ. If a plane change is made at some time after

arrival (point c_ of Figure 4-lZ), the required** plane change is 8e

resulting in a CSM orbit with a different "inclination and node position. It

*See second footnote on Page 4-7.

**For simplicity, itis assumed that all the plane change is performed by
the CSM. Ifa combined plane change is performed by the CSM and the LM,
then the CSM plane change AV and resulting changes in orbit inclinationand
node position will be less than that presented in the graphical data of this
volume (Satisfactoryapproximations can be made, however, with this data).
Combined plane changes are treated in Volume II.

4-I|
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is assumed that the plane change occurs 90 degrees before (or after) the I
m

point of closest approach of the CSM to the landing site corresponding to

point P' of Figure 4-12. It is apparent from this figure that as ,_tay time |
1increases from the time of arrival (at which time 0 is zero and the opti-e

mum point for a plane change is at point P) to one-half the total stay time,
|

the plane change _ is a maximum (and equal to i - _), where Ie

tan i = tan _ (3) I
cos ks/Z

and the optimum point for a plane change is on the equator (at which time a

plane change results in a change in inclination with no node shift). Sym-

metry exists for the remainder of the stay time.

Figures 4-38 through 4-43 show the plane change angle 0 versus
e

time and site latitude for various stay times. Figures 4-44 through 4-49

show the changes in the CSM orbit inclination and node longitude versus

time and site latitude for various stay times. Figure 4-50 shows the plane j

change AV versus plane change angle e for an 80-nautical mile circulare

orbit. The plane change z_V is also given by the expression:

Plane change _V = J0,580 sin 8e/Z (4)

l
It should be noted from these figures that as the stay time approaches

13.7 days corresponding to a site longitude displacement of 180 degrees, T

the geometry becomes somewhat unrealistic. A site displacement of 180

degrees requires a polar orbit to satisfy the requirement that the site at
Uarrival and nominal departure be in the CSM orbit plane. This means that

a plane change up to 90 degrees may be required for an abort. On the l|

other hand, ifa site latitudeof Z0 degrees, for example, were considered I_

for a stay time of 13.7 days, a minimum inclination orbit of Z0 degrees

woulo uire a maximum plane change of 40 degrees. I

The use of the graphical data of Figures 4-38 through 4-50 is dis-

cussed in Sections 4.Z.5. Z and 5. I.I.

!
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4.2.4 Spacecraft Performance Capability

In order to determine whether the spacecraft is capable of satisfying

the velocity requirements for a mission under consideration, it is conven-

ient to relate the AV available for plane changes and transearth injection

to the AV required to achieve the desired CSM orbit. This relationship

between translunar and transearth AV for a given spacecraft configuration

can be de_ermined from the following expression:

VTE = go Isp in [(kW - (5)o WLM)/WcsIvi]

where

k = e-AVTL/go I sp

VTE = transearth _V available (ft/sec) _,

VTL = translunar _V used (ft/sec)

go = gravitational constant (3Z. 174 ftZ/sec)

I = specific impulse (sec)
sp

W = weight after TLI without spacecraft-launch vehicle
o adapter (SLA) (lb)

WLM = Lunar module weight discarded (lb)

i WCS M = Command and service module weight (lb)

The spacecraft configuration used through this report has the follow-

I ing characteristics:

W
o = 94,548 Ib (without SI.,A)

WLM = 3Z,000 Ib

i WCS M = 23, 56Z Ib

ISp - 313 sec

) Equation (5) then becomes

4VTE = I0,070 in (4.013 k- 1.358) (6)

4-13
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Using the VTL versus k and the lnx versus x curves of F-igures 4-13 and I
4-14, respectively, a table can be constructed as follows:

!
AVTL In(3.97k- I.35)

(Fig 4-14) 4.0i3k - 1.358 (Fig 4- !5) _VTE i
2,

O. 60 5140 1. 050 O. 049 490

O. 65 4340 I.250 O.223 2240
i

O. 70 3590 I.451 O. 372 3740 ^ I

i

l0. 75 2900 1.6-=2 O. 502 5050 |
!

O. 80 2250 1.852 0.616 6200 _

i

t
J

This table can now be used to plot the performance curve s:,own in Figure i_

4-15. If the translunar and transearth midcourse correction AV's are to

be included in the generation of the capability curve cf Figure 4- 15. it is

apparent that this is achieved by simply shifting the curve to the left an

amount equal to the transearth midcourse AV (resulting in Curve A') and

then lowering the resulting curve an amount equal to the translunar mid- °- _:

course AV (resulting in Curve B. ) Curve B will be used in the generation
!

of the _V constraint data in Section 5, which corresponds to the following _.

typical Apollo values:

t
Translunar midcourse _V = 162 ft/sec *-

Transearth midcourse AV = 94 ft/sec I

Ifa spacecraft of different weight distributions than that shown for B
the example spacecraft of Figure 4-15 is considered for a mission, then a I

new capability curve can be generated as described above with the aid of
t

Figures 4-13 an=l 4-14. I

The procedure in using the performance capability curve of Figure o

4-15 for a specific site analysis or an accessibility contour generation is I
discussed in Section 5.

I
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4.2. 5 Contir-lous Abort RequiremenLs
/

A continuous abort capability exists for a mission if there is suffi, i-

ent AV capability remaining after LOI for an earth return at any time (i. e. ,

once per CSM revolution) during the lunar orbit stay time. Therefore, if

continuous abort is required for a mission, ;t will be necessary to consider

the transearth _-V requirements not only at the end of the parking orbit stay

time (at TEI) but al_-o throughout the stay time from LOI on. This results

from the fact that the earth-moon geometry is continually changing with

time so that trar. searth velocity requirements are also changing. In addi-

tion, the .*ffects of any required CSMplane change upon the transearth

AV requirements must be considered.

Dependivg upon the desired CSM orbit inclination, nodal position, and

orbit stay time, the transearth velocity requirements during CSM orbit

stay time can behave as described in the following four cases:

Case 1. Increase to a maximum and then decrease

i Case 2. Continually increase after LOI

Case 3. Continually decrease after LOI

Case 4. Decrease toa minimum and then increase

i The continuous abort requirement with and without C_¢M plane changes will

! be considered.

4. 2. 5. 1 Continuous Abort Without CSM Plane Change

The behavior of the transearth AV requirements as a function of

I orbit stay time is readily determined from the transearth AV curves.
Figure 4-16 depicts the four cases listed above for a transearth flight time

of 7Z hours. For reference, the translunar AV curves for a fligbA are also

shown. An orbit stay time of five days is assumed, corresponding to a

westward node traversal of approx;mately 66 degrees. Considering

Case I of Figure 4-15, point A 1 corresponds to a retrograde CSM vrbit of

14 degrees inclination and ascending node longitude of 172 degrees Eas*. or

8 degrees West. The translunar AV required is 3200 ft/sec. If an abort

were required immediately after LOI, the required transearth AV would

be 3500 feet per second. As orbit stay time increases, the ascending node

of the orbit moves westward, relative to the earth moon line, and the

[ 4-15 :
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Figure 4-8. Specific CSM Orbit-Site Geometry !

The relationship between the geometrical accessibility constraints !!
and AV constraints now becomes apparent. For a given mission profile i_

)
the achievement of a specific CSM orbit inclination and nodal longitude :.

will require a specific total CSM AV for translunar and transearth AV and

any CSM plane changes. If this lies within the performance capability of the ii

CSM r.nd satisfies all mission constraints, then the site under consideration

for this mission profile is deemed accessible. If not, it is inaccessible.
1,1

However, accessibility may possibly be achieved if the miosion profile or

the capability of the CSM is appropriately modified, i
W

4.2 AV ACCESSIBILITY CONSTRAINTS

For a given mission under consideration, the AV constraints upon I

site accessibility will be dictated by

• Translunar AV requirements I

• Transearth injection AV requirements m
• CSM orbit stay time

4-8 I
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transearth AV continually increases to a maximum of 3700 feet per second i

at point B I and then decreases to 3550 feet per second at the end of five

days (point CI). For this case 3700 feet per second would be budgeted for m
_he transearth AV for continuous abort. Case Z depicts an orbit (with an |
inclination of 45 degrees and ascending node longitude of 29 ° East or 151 °

West). The transearth _V continually increases throughout the orbit stay m

time so that the transearth AV required (5300 feet per second) at TEI

(point C 2) would be budgeted. Case 3 depicts an orbit in which the trans- I
earth AV continually decreases so that the maximum AV occurs immedi-

ately after LOI. The transearth AV that would be budgeted would then be I
g

4350 feet per second, corresponding to point A 3. Case 4 depicts an orbit

in which the AV decreases to a minimum at point B 4 and then continually
increases. The highest AV value of 3800 feet per second, corresponding U

to point C 4, would be budgeted for this case. |
When the AV requirements are determined for a specific orbit, the U

spacecraft capability curve of Figure 4-15 is used to determine whether

the velocity requirements are achievable, i

The generation of AV cc,_straint contours, which is the locus of CSM

orbits that consume all CSM propellant for a given mission with continuous U

abort capability, is described in Section 5. 1. 2.
i

4. 2. 5. Z Continuous Abort with CSM Plane Change U

To determine the maximum AV requirements for an earth return for i
the case in which the CSM is to execute the plane change in an abort situ-

ation, the time at which the plane change occurs must be considered, since

this affects the subsequent transearth AV variation with time to TEI.

The effect of a CSM plane change upon the subsequent transearth AV I

requirements can be understood by considering the cases depicted in g _

Figure 4-i7. Case (a)depicts Case 2 in the previous section, in which the 7

transearth AV continually increases after LOI. Point 2 corresponds to i

half the surface stay time at which time the plane change angle is a maxi- i

mum. If a plane change is made at this time there is no node shiftof the R

CSM orbit, since t..eplane change is made when the CSM is over the

equator (see Figure 4-12). A specific example may be considered in discuss-
ging plat_-changes at points i and 3. A surface stay time of 6 days and a

4-i6 I -
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site latitude of 30 degrees are assumed. This is found fro.-_ Figure 4-9,

Equation 3, or from Figure 4-40 which shows the plane change angle

versus stay time (the maximum plane change angle occurs after half the

stay time has elapsed, and is equal to i - _). Considering point 1, it may

be assumed that this corresponds to a plane change made after 1.5 days

have elapsed. From Figure 4-40 it is seen that the required CSM plane

change is 5.0 degrees. The resulting change in CSM orbit inclination and

node longitude is found from Figure 4-46 in which the inclination is low-

ered 4. 8 degrees, and the ascending node has shifted eastward 2.8

degrees. If the plane change is made at point 3, which is after half the

stay time has elapsed, the node shift is then westward. The direction of

node shift is also apparent from inspection of Figure 4-12. The symmetry

in Figures 4-38 through 4-49 may be noted with respect to the surface

stay time midpoint.

3 2 1 A
CONSTANT zxV 2": "3' 1 2'

_ 1 _

i CONTOURS (a)

B A

(b)

Figure 4-17. Sample Cases - Continuous Abort with CSM
Plane Change

4-i7
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Referring again to Figure 4-17 (a), the resulting _V requirements

at TEI, then, correspond to the end points 1", 2",or 3". However, the

worst AV condition for this case is that in which a LM abort is required

at the stay time miduoint, requiring the maximum CSM plane change, and ""

in which TEl occurs at the nominal time. This is due to the fact that any

reduction in transearth AV resulting from a CSM plane change will be less --

than the AV required to perform the plane change. This is apparent by

inspection of the translunar and transearLh AV curves of Figures 4-31 to ..

4-37, where the maximum AV gradient is approximately 67 feet per second

per degree plane change, corresponding to a flight time of 60 hours. The

AV gradients become smaller for longer flight times. The AV required

per degree plane change for a circular 80 nautical miles orbit is 7pproxi-

mately 92 feet per second. The larger the plane change, the larger the

difference, or net AV penalty will be. For the case depicted in Figure

4-17 (b), the worst AV abort case is the same as that stated above. -°

The following statements are apparent in determining the worst AV

case for continuous abort with CSM plane change. --

• If the transearth AV continually increases after LOI, then
the worst AV case is one in which the maximum plane ..
change is made (after half of the stay time has elapsed).

• If the transearth AV reaches a maximum well after half t
the stay time, then tne worst case is one in which the
maximum plane change is made. t

For other cases, the worst AV abort case is determined by examining the

AV requirements throughout the stay time. Some cases may be apparent, m

|For example, if the transearth AV requirements continually decrease

throughout the stay time, then it should be determined whether the plane

change AV increase versus stay time or the transearth AV decrease versus I

stay time is greater. If the transearth AV reduction versus stay time is

greater, then the worst abort case is at LOI. If not, then the worst case I

if found by determining the AV requirements for several time points,

using the CSM plane change data in Section 8. I
J

The CSM AV required versus plane change angle is shown in

Figure 4-50 (which is obtained from Equation 4). I

4-18 I
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4. 2. 6 Example AV Constraint Curves

Figure 4-51 shows the envelope of CSM inclinations and nodal loca-

tions that are achievable within the framework of the spacecraft capability

defined in Figure 4-15, a 14-day maximumtotal mission time, and a

continuous abort requirement without CSM plane changes. The curves are

drawn for three lunar stay times (time elapsed between lunar orbit insertion

and transea:_ .njection). For a given stay time, the range of possible

orbits lie_ between the corresponding stay time boundaries.

The right-hand boundary is the result of slow (-_t32 h) transearth

times. It represents the locus of cases where CSM abort follows immedi-

ately after LOI. This constraint is a function of the spacecraft total _V

capability and is not a function of stay time (for the values of stay time

considered). The boundaries on the left hand are the result of slow

(_-132 h) translunar flight times with return flight time not being particu-

larly critical. The continuous abort requirement (corresponding to zero

stay time) lies to the left of the 2, 3, and 5-day stay time lines and is not

shown.

A drawback to the form in which the data are shown in Figure 4-51 is

that no informat_.on is shown for the combinati n of outbound and return

trajectory flight times that will ?ield the desired inclination and node.

For this information the supporting data has been made available.

4-i9
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Figure 4-6. Right Boundary Plane Change Geometry
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Figure 4-7. Left Boundary Plane Change Geometry
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5. BASIC MISSION ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

With the graphical data contained in this report and a full under-

standing of the geometrical and _V accessibility constraints, an inexhaust-

ible variety of missions can be analyzed with relative ease. The procedure

may be apparent from the discussion of Section 4; however, specific cases

will be cited in the following sections to review the procedure details.

5. 1 GRAPHICAL PROCEDURE

Two types of missions will he considered in the example cases. The

first will be an accessibility analysis of a specific site, and the second will

be the generation of an accessibility contour for an example mission.

5. 1. ! Specific Site Analysis

The specific s._te selected for the example is Aristarchus, which is

located at 47. 5 ° W. longitude and 23. 8 ° N. latitude. Two example cases

will be considered for this site; Example 1 is the determination of a max-

imum allowable stay time, and Example 2 is the determination of a mini-

mum achievable total mission duration.

Example 1: It is desired to determine the rhaximum surface stay

time ach" -able for Aris_archus with the following mission require-

ments:

• Maximum mission duration of 14 days

• Continuous abort capability with plane change to be
performed by the CSM

• No LM plane change

• LM descent to occur 1Z hours after LOI

• Site to be in CSM orbit plane at nominal (i. e., no abort

occurrence) time of LM ascent

• TEI to nominally occur 1Z hours after LM ascent

• Translunar and transearth flight time_ to be within the

range of 60 to 132 hours

• Spacecraft configuration and midcourse _V requirements
as shown in Curve B of Figure 4-15

5-1
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The approach taken here will be first to assume a surface stay tim z

and determine the opt=mum (minimum fuel) flight profile satisfying

tne mission requirements. If this is within the capability of the

spacecraft, then a longer stay time is assumed, and the optimum

profile determined; if not, then a shorter stay time is assumed.

The maximum stay time is then determined by interpolation (or

extrapolation) of the above data by finding that surface stay time

which just depletes the spacecraft propellant for the minimum fuel

flight profile. In accordance with the three basic steps of the graph-

ical procedure, this is accomplished as follows:

StepI: Determination of Geometrical Constraints

The CSM orbit which satisfies the required geometry can be obtained

from Figure 4-4; or more accurately', from Equation (3) on page

4-12 and the equation in the footnote on page 4-7. The results of

interest are lis_ed in Table 5-1 for various surface stay times. The

longitude of the CSM orbit ascending node is adjusted to account for

the required 12-hour wait between LOI and LM descent (since the

site must lie in the CSM orbit plane at LM descent). A 12-hour wait

requires placing the ascending node at LOI 6.6 degrees further east-

ward.

Step If: Determination of AV Requirements

The graphical data necessary for the determination of the AV

requirements are

i
• Translunar _V data (Figures .4-24 through 4-30) I

• Transearth AV data (Figures 4-31 through 4-34)
I

• CSM plane change data (Figures 4-38 through 4-50) !

• Spacecraft capability curve (Figure 4- iS) [ i
I

ti

*The required CSM orbit inclinationcan also be obtained from the CSM
plane change daLa.
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Table 5-I. CSM Orbit Parameters, Aristarchus Example 1

Surface Stay Time Ida)r)
2 4 5 6

Aks/2 (deg) 13. 2 26.4 33.0 39.5

i (deg) 24.4 26. 2 27.7 29.8

£d (deg) 103. 2 116.4 123.0 129.5

Longitude of Ascending 55.7°E 68.9°E 75.5°E 82.0°E
Node at LM Descent

Longitude of Ascending 62. 3°E 75.5°E 82. l°E 88.6°E
• Node at ] Ol

Longitude of Ascending 22. 8°E 9.6°E 3.0°E 3.7°W
Node at Nominal TEl

_._,_axamurn Plane Change (deg) 0.6 2.4 3.9 6.0
- From Figures 4-38
through 4-40, or Figures
4-44 through 4-46, or
Equation (3)

AV for Maximum Plane 55 220 360 550

Change (ft/sec)
From Figure 4-50 or
Equation (4)

The optimum (minimum AV) Night profile is to be found for each

value of surface stay time considered. This is accomplished by

assuming a translunar flight time and de ermining the transearth

AV requxrements for various transearth flight times to obtain the

minimum. This is repeated for other translunar flight times to

determine the over-all minimum AV flight profile.

For example, consider a surface stay time of 2 days. From

Table 5-1, it is seen that the required CSM orbit is inclined Z4.4

degrees with an ascending node longitude at LOI of 6Z. 3° East. The

i ascending node longitude at TEl is 22. 8° East corresponding to a

CSM orbit stay time of 3 days. A translunar flighttime of 13Z hours

! is assumed. From Figure 4-30 itis found that the translunar AV

required to achieve this CSM orbit is 3080 feet per second. From

5-3
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Figure 4-15 it is found that the transearth AV avail-able is 4320 Iu
feet per second. The transearth AV requirements for various flight

times are now considered tc determine the minimum transearth dlV
|for the 132-hour translunar flight time. A 60-hour transearth flight

time is considered. It is seen from Figure 4-31 (by overlaying upon |

the translunar curve) that the transearth AV irr_.mediately after LOI I

is 3880 feet per second, then decreases to a minimum of 3500 feet A

per second, and then increases to 3580 feet per second at the end of I

the 3-day CSM orbit stay time. It is noted that after LOI, the trans-

earth AV decreases at a faster rate than the plane change AV is I
V

increasing. This is ascertained by comparing Figure 4-31 with

Figures 4-38 and 4-50 (or Equation (4)). The worst abort case*,
mthen, is immediately after LOI requiring 3880 feet per second.

This gives a AV margin (AV remaining) or 440 feet per second. A

72-hour transearth flight time (Figure 4-32) is considered. It is

seenthatthe transearth AVimmediatelyafter LOIis 3300 feet per • li
second, decreases to a minimum of 3000 feet per second, and ! _

increases to 3300 feet per second at the end of the 3-day CSM orbit i_

stay time. The worst abort case*, then, is that in which a LM abort I

is required at the maximum plane change angle and in which TEI

occurs at the nominal time of 3 days after LOI. The maximum plane
Ichange angle is 0.6 degree, requiring a CSM AV of 55 feet per

second. This also reduces the CSM orbit inclination by 0.6 degree, I

so that the transearth _V is now reduced from 3300 to 3290 feet per I
J

second. The maximum AV for this case is then 3290 + 55 = 3345

feet per second. The AV margin is now 995 feet per second. The i L

above steps are repeated until the minimum transear_h AV is found
i'

for the assumed translunar flight time of 13Z hours. I

Other translunar flight times are assumed for the given stay time of

2 days, and the over-all minimum AV is then determined for that I

flight time. The optimum flight profile for the Z-day surface stay

time corresponds to translunar and transearth flight times of 132 and |
I

*See Section 4. 2. 5

5-4
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84 hours, respectively, resulting in a AV margin of 1000 feet per

second.

The above is repeated for surface stay times of 4, 5, and 6 days (in

which the AV margin for the minimum _V flight profile becomes

negative, so that 6 days cannot be achieved).

SteplII: Interpretation of Results

The results of the above computatio:.s are presented in Figure 5-I

in which the _,V margin for the min_ _ um AV flight profile is plotted

versus surface stay time. It is seen that the maximum surface stay

time is 5. 7 days which is that corresponding to a zero AV margin _

(total propellant depletion). The tran_31unar and transearth flight

ti.-nes for the 5.7-day surface stay time are approximately Ill and

64 hours, respectively, resulting in a total mission duration of

approximately 14 days. The rapid decrease in _V margin after 4

days is caused by the 14-day total mission duration constraint.

Exan_ple Z: It is desired to determine the minimum total mission

duration flight profile for a 2-day surface stay time at Aristarchus

and for the same mission requirements of Example I.

The minimum total mission duration flight profile is defined here to

mean the minimum combined translunar and transearth flight times

for the nominal mission in which no abort occurs. However, con-

tinuous abort capability is still required.

The approach taken is to determine the transearth AV available after

LOI versus translunar flight time. This is done using the translunar

AV curves (Figures 4-Z4 through 4-30) to determine the _V required

(versus flight time) to attain the required CSM orbit (fx'om Table 5-I:

inclination of Z4. 4 degrees and ascending node longitude of 62. 3° E. )

and the spacecraft capability curve of Figure 4- 15. The results are

plotted in Figure 5-Z. In addition, the transearth AV at nominal TEl

(node longitude = 22..8° E. ) versus transearth flight time with and

without abort is plotted in Figure 5-2. For _his mission, the worst

abort case for transearth flight times of 7Z to IZ0 hours is one in

which a LM abort is required for the maximum CSM plane change

5-5
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and in which TEl occurs at the nominal time. The ,two curves for i

abort and no abort in Figure 5-Z are vertically displaced from 35 to

45 feet per second, which corresponds to the differerice between the i
Imaximum plane change AV of 55 feet per second and the reduction in

transearth AV at nominal TEI of 10 to 20 feet per second.

The curves of Figure 5-2 are interpreted as follows. For a trans-

lunar flight time of 97.5 hours, for example, the AV available after

LOI is 3400 feet per second. This means that a continuous abort is g

always possible and that abort (worst case) transearth flight times

between 67. r and 97. 5 hours can be achieved. For the nominal case i

of no abort, the minimum transearth flight tir_ that can be achieved

with 3400 feet per second AVis 65. 5 hours giving a combined trans- im
hmar plus minimum transearth flight time of 165 hours.

It is noted from Figure 5-2 that the minimum allowable translunar I

flight time is 95.5 hours, which results in a transearth AV availabil-

ity of 3320 feet per second. This corresponds to the minimum i
I

allowable AV to provide continuous abort capability. This case

corresponds to a transearth abort flight time of 80 hours. For the |
lnominal TEI time, 3420 feet per second gives a transearth flight

time of 69.5 hours giving a combined total of 165 hours.

The minimum total flight time can be found by plotting the sum of the I

translunar and transeartb flight times versus the translunar flight I

time (for translunar flight times greater than 95.5 hours to assure I

continuous abort capability) as done above. A minimum combined

flight time of 163 hours is achieved corresponding to a translunar !

flight time between 98 and 99 hours and a transearth flight time

between 65 and 64 hours, respectively. However, the accuracy of
i

the curves within the region of 60 to 72 hours is questionable, so

that the determination of the minimum flight time by inspection of |
[Figure 5-2 is adequate.

5. I. 2 Accessibility Contour Generation [

An accessibility contour is the locus of points that separate the

accessible and inaccessible areas of the lunar surface. The generation _|

5-6 _
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of this contour requires the generation of the geometrical (Step I) and the

AV (Step II) constraint curves.

Two important features concer.Aing these constraint curves will now

be re-stated. A geometrical constraint curve (Figures4-19 through 4-23)

shows all CSM orbits in the form of inclination versus node longitude dis-

placement (relative to the site longitude) that satisfy the stay time, LM

plane change capability, and continuous abort requirement. These geo-

metric constraint curves are ind¢:pendent of site longitude, but can be

interpreted as those corresponding to site longitudes of zero. For

example, if a CSM orbit node displacement of 120 degrees is considered
d &"

for a site longitude of zero, the ascending node of the orbit is then 120 °

East . On the other hand, if a site longitude of 20 ° West is considered,

then the orbit node will be 120 ° east of the site c-_rresponding to a longi-

tude of I00 ° East.

Now the question arises: What CSM orbits that satisfy the geomet-

ric constraints can be achieved by the spacecraft? The AV constraint

curve answers this question, since it shows the locus of all CSM orbits

": (i versus _2) that deplete all available CSM propellant.

The generation (Step II) of the AV constraint curve and the manipula-

"" tion (Step ILl) of the geometric and AV constraint curves to obtain the site

i accessibility contour will now be described for the following example.

.- Consider the following mission:

[
• Total mission duration = 14 days _

_,ill • T ranslunar flighttime = 96 hours _-_:
• Transearth flighttime - 7Z hours

:1 • Time in lunar orbit (retrograde) - 7 days

• Surface stay time = 5 day_

• LM descent I day after LOI

i is recalled that only retrograde orbits are considered, so
that the CSM

orbit ascending node will always be east of the site.

f
j 5 -7
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LM plane change capability = 4 degrees I

• No CSM plane changes

• Continuous abort capability I

• Transl,mar and transearth midcourse AV of 1,62 and •
94 feet per second, respectively I

• Spacecraft configuration of Figure 4- 15
|

Stepl: Geometric Constraint Curve |

Figure 4-3 is the geometric constraint curve to be used for this I
mission.

Step II: Generation of the AV Constraint Curve i
I

The graphical data needed to generate the AV co.lstraint curve are

• Translunar AV curve for 96-hour flighttime I
(Figure 4-27}

• Transearth AV overlay curve for 72-hour flighttime H _
(Figure 4-3Z}

• Spacecraft capability curve (Figure 4-i5) i
J

The 72-hour transearth _V curve is now c.¢erlayed on the 96-hour

translunar _V curve with scales coincident as shown in Figure 5-3. g
To determine the locus of CSM orbits that consume all available

propellant, a translunar AV of 3000 feet per second is assumed. •
|From the spacecraft capability curve of Figure 4-i5, the transearth

AV available is 4470 feet per second. A 7-day orbit stay ti _e _n

corresponds to awestward node shiftof 92.3 degrees, so that CSM H '

orbit is to be found in which the maximum transeax th AV during this _

time interval if 4470 feet per second. This is conveniently done by H

cutting or marking the edge of a piece ol cardboard or paper equal

to 9:3 degrees on the longitude scale. The right edge of this paI_er

is shifted along the translunar AV contour equal to 3000 feet per !_

second until the orbit is found in which the r_'_tJdm,_nl tra= _earth AV i "_

for that CSM corresponding to point A will vary as the node shifts _

from A to C in the 7 days. The maximum &V cocresponding to point

B is seen to be less than the required 4470 feet per second. This
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lir_e is now shifted upward, keeping the right edge on the 3000-feot

per second translundr AV contour until the maxim_n: tzausearth AV

is 4470 feet per second, corresponding to point B'. That crbit with

inclination and node corresponding to point A;, then, is a point on

the AV accessibility constraint curve. It is convenitn + to place a

vellum on the overlays and mark these points. This _rocess is

repeated by assuming other values of AVTL until the curve of Figure

5-4 is obtained. The interpretation of this cur,,e is th=t ali CSM

orbits it,. the region above tbe curve cannot be achieved for the space-

craft of Figure 4-15.

Step III: Generation of Site Accessibility Contour

Site accessibility i_ determined by overlaying the AV constraint

curve (vellum? Figure 5-4, on the geometrical c _nstraint curve,

Figure 4-3, as shc-vn in Figure 5=5. Figure Ca) corresponds to a

site longitude of 3° East (the position of the z(ro of the geometrical

constraint curve on the scale of the AV constrai_:t curve indicates

the site longitude). It is noted in Figure Ca) the'. site latitudes from

zero to 36 degrees (point A) can be achieved for a site longitude ef

3° East. Figure (b) shews a site longitude of =0 ° East (or 160

degrees West), in which all latitude,, are accessible up to a maxi-

mum of Z6 degrees. For a longitude of 5° V;est Col" 175 ° East) the

maximwn latitude is 34 degrees (Figure c). F,_r Z0" West, or 160 °

East, the maximum latitude is E6 degrees.

As ).he overlays are displaced relative to each other, and the lati-

tudes recorded, the resulting accessibil._,ty contour of Figure 5-6 is

obtained. It should be pointed out that the resulting curve of Figure

5-6 was constructed with the assumption that LM descer)t occurred

at LOI. For the example case, then, "n which the LM descends

one day after t,OI, the curve of Figure 5-6 must be shifted to the

left 13. _. degrees. For example, if there is no waiting period

between LOI and L/_ descent, the maximum achievable site latitude

for a 50-degree East longitude is Z0 degre-.s (from Fi[ure 5-6). For

a one day wait, the 1_0 maxiz,.,um latitude corresponds to a longitude

of 63.2 degrees East.

5-9
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5.Z MISSION ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS B

A lunar accessibility analysis will, in general, fallunder one of the |

following categories: I

• Accessibin_f Contour Generation
|

• Specific Site Analysis

• Parameter Optimization I

• Mission Trade-offs

5. Z. 1 Accessibility Contour Generation I

In general, an accessibility contour is generated for a given space- •
|craft capability to determine just what portion of the lunar surface is

accessible to satisfy given mission requirements. Such a profile may

appear like that shown in Figure 5-6. The generation of this contour is I

discussed in Section 5. 1. Z. The following questions concerning the char-

acteristics of this accessibility contour may arise. I

1) How does a given change in LM plane change capability,
orbit stay time, surface stay time, spacecraft capa- B
bility, AV budget, mission duration, translunar flight |
time, transearth flight time, etc., change the accessi-

bility contour ? D
|

Z) How does a change in abort requirements affect the
contour ?

3) How does a CSM plane change maneuver affect the _
contour ? ._"

4) How does positioning the surface stay time interval I
within the CSM orbit stay time interval affect the
contour ?

I
These questions can be answered by use of the graphical procedure w'th

appropriate changes in values or requirements. i
The generation of various contours are extremely useful to the

mission analyst in that he can develop an understanding of the relation-

ships between accessibility and mission profile modifications.

5-10
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5. 2. 2 Specific Site Analysis _

If a mission planner is concerned with designing a mission with

respect to a given site, then three basic questions become apparent.

l) Is this site attainable for a given spacecraft
capability?

Z) What is the minimum total d_V required to attain
accessibility for a given mission profile ?

3) How does the total AV vary with mission changes
or pars _. :eter variations?

Some of the above questions may possibly be answered by any con-

tours that may have been previously generated. For example, if an

accessibility contour were generated based upon spacecraft performance

alone, then question (1) can readily be answered. If accessibility contours

were generated for various values of propellant margin for the mission

profile and spacecraft capability, then question (2) can be answered

directly. Many specific questions concerning a given site are readily

answered by the graphical procedure.

5. Z. 3 Parameter Optimization

Several optimization considerations which may cause concern for a

given mission are

l) Maximization of stay time for a specific site
+

2) Minimization of total _V

3) Minimization of translunar, transearth or total
mission duration

+

These optimizations can be performed with the basic procedure, i

although several iterations may be necessary to achieve optimization.

The disadvantage of any additional time that may be necessary to perform i

a specific optimization would be offset by the advantage of gaining insight !

into the relationships between the parameters varied and site accessibility, i

5.2. 4 Mission Trade-offs

Although minimum total AV is one of the goals of a mission design,
there are several trade-offs to be considered for a mission under consid-

s-11
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I

I
eration, some of which may be |

• Surface 3_ay time versus _V penalty i
|

• AV gained by performing a CSM plane change versus

desirability of the additional SFS burg |
!

• Access._bility enhancement versus relaxation of con-
tinuous abort requirements (such as intermitter_t abort)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
|
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARFS

i The usefulness of the basic graphical site accessibility analysis pro- i

4

cedures discussed above for mission analysis and planning purposes is

i apparent. The accuracy, considering the assumptions upon which this .

simplified procedure is based, is sufficiently good to allow the mission

l planner to develop insight into the nature and extent of the effects of the

1 many mission requirements and constr_ uts upon lunar site accessibility.

if, however, more accuracy is desired, then the data and procedures pre-

sented in Volume H can be used.

In addition, it is expected that computer program development

activity will be necessary for accurate mission analysis and planning for

future Apollo and AAP missions. Insight gained from a thorougl, know-

ledge of the lunar accessibility analysis technique described in these two

volumes including the associated limitations will be valuable in determining

what these program development requirements should be.
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Figure 4-44. CSM Plane Change Effect Upon Inclination and Node of
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